
The Green Metadata Standard
for Energy-Efficient Video
Consumption

I f you use your mobile device for video ap-

plications, then you probably wish that

your mobile battery charge lasted longer. Given

the current popularity of video applications

such as streaming (YouTube, Netflix), confer-

encing (Skype, Google Hangout) and sharing

(Googleþ, Facebook), there is already a huge

demand for increased battery life on mobile

devices. This demand will only intensify

because of the anticipated 69.1 percent annual

growth rate of mobile video traffic from 2013 to

2018.1 Unfortunately, innovations in battery

research are unlikely to satisfy the demand for

longer battery life during mobile video con-

sumption. The only solution is to provide

energy-efficient video consumption.

In April 2013, MPEG issued a call for pro-

posals (CFP) on energy-efficient video con-

sumption. The CFP responses showed that,

without any loss in the quality of experience

(QoE), metadata can be used to reduce power

consumed during video encoding, decoding,

display, and selection. Furthermore, when bat-

tery levels are critically low, consumers may use

the metadata to trade-off between QoE and

larger power savings.

Based on compelling evidence from the CFP

responses, MPEG initiated standardization of

Green Metadata2 for energy-efficient video con-

sumption. This article describes how metadata

enables large power reductions when QoE is

maintained and even larger reductions when

QoE is allowed to vary. When QoE is main-

tained, metadata enables average power re-

ductions of 12, 12, and 26 percent during

encoding, decoding, and display, respectively.

In addition, we measured up to 80 percent

power savings at lowered, but acceptable, QoE

levels. In this article, we describe the functional

architecture of a system that exploits the Green

Metadata standard for energy-efficient media

consumption, referring to this functional archi-

tecture to explain power reductions in various

system components.

A Functional Architecture for
Green Metadata
Figure 1 shows the functional architecture for a

transmitter/receiver system that uses Green

Metadata, which is generated during prepro-

cessing and/or encoding at the transmitter. The

metadata is then multiplexed with or encapsu-

lated into a bitstream that is delivered to the

receiver. The metadata extractor sends the

Green Metadata to a power-optimization mod-

ule that interprets it and then applies controls

to reduce power consumption during decoding

and display of the video.

In addition, the receiver’s power-optimiza-

tion module can collect receiver information,

such as remaining battery capacity, and send it

to the transmitter as green feedback that adapts

the encoder operations for power-consumption

reduction.

Display Power Reduction
Display units in modern electronic devices con-

sume large amounts of power. Therefore, dis-

play power reduction is a critical problem,

especially for mobile devices with limited bat-

tery charges. The display adaptation (DA) techni-

que (also known as backlight dimming)3,4 has
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been used to reduce display power consump-

tion. However, when applied to video content,

DA produces flicker artifacts. In this section, we

explain how the metadata in the Green Meta-

data standard can be used to mitigate flicker

and reduce power significantly when DA is

applied to video content on mobile devices.

How Does DA Work?

The luminance of light perceived from a liquid

crystal display (LCD) or an organic light-emit-

ting diode (OLED) display is not only depend-

ent on the transmittance of pixels (RGB values),

but it is also proportional to the backlight

intensity of the LCD panel (or the supply volt-

age of the OLED panel). Because the power con-

sumption changes negligibly with variations of

RGB values, DA can be utilized to reduce the

power consumption considerably without sac-

rificing the quality by dimming the LCD back-

light and simultaneously scaling up the RGB

values proportional to the dimming level.

Figure 2 provides an example application of

DA. Figure 2a shows a video frame displayed

under the default full backlight. In Figure 2b,

the LCD backlight is reduced by 26 percent.

This reduces display power consumption by 26

percent, however, the image contrast is also

reduced significantly. In Figure 2c, image qual-

ity is almost completely restored by using DA to

scale up the RGB values. Depending on the

amount of backlight reduction, some high RGB

values may be saturated to the maximum level

(255 for a 24-bit RGB image). For larger power

savings, in Figure 2d the backlight is reduced by

65 percent. With this huge backlight reduction,

simply scaling up the RGB values does not

restore image quality, as seen in Figure 2e. For-

tunately, contrast enhancement can be applied

within a dynamic range that contains a major-

ity of the RGB values.3 Figure 2f shows signifi-

cant improvement, compared with Figure 2e,

after applying the aforementioned contrast

enhancement.

How Does the Standard Use Metadata for DA?

Previous studies on DA focused exclusively on

static images. Unfortunately, these techniques

have limited applicability in realistic scenarios

involving video content. First, when the techni-

ques are applied to video sequences, flicker arti-

facts occur as a result of large backlight

variations from dramatic changes in image

characteristics at scene changes. A second limi-

tation of the previous studies is that a signifi-

cant latency (in milliseconds) exists between

the instant when the backlight scaling control

is applied and the instant when the backlight

actually changes in response to the control.

Therefore, the backlight values will not be
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synchronized with the displayed frames, and

flickering is inevitable. A third practical limita-

tion is that previous studies require DA to be

applied successively to all video frames. How-

ever, existing displays cannot adjust the back-

light for each video frame because the backlight

cannot be adjusted at the video frame rate; the

interval between backlight changes must be

larger than the interframe interval.

The Green Metadata standard overcomes

these limitations by signaling RGB statistics,

associated quality-level indicators, and dynamic-

range bounds as metadata. Backlight settings

that will result in the indicated quality levels are

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2. Example

display adaptation

(DA) application.

(a) Video frame under

full backlight.

(b) Backlight is

reduced by 26 percent,

which results in

contrast reduction.

(c) Result of applying

DA. (d) Backlight is

severely reduced by 65

percent. (e) Result of

DA without optimal

dynamic range

adjustment. (f) Result

of DA with contrast

enhancement using

dynamic range

adjustment.
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derived from the RGB statistics. The dynamic-

range bounds use contrast enhancement to

improve perceived quality. For large (small)

power reduction, the receiver’s power-optimiza-

tion module will select the backlight setting

derived from RGB statistics associated with a

lower (higher) quality level. The third limitation

described earlier is overcome by aggregating the

RGB statistics and associated quality levels over

the interval between backlight changes. The sec-

ond limitation is overcome by transmitting the

metadata with sufficient lead time relative to the

video frames so that the latency is not an issue.

The first limitation is avoided by temporally

smoothing the metadata so that large variations

are absent.

To test DA power reduction, we used the Gal-

axy Tab 2 platform powered by the Monsoon

power monitor, which replaces the tablet’s bat-

tery and logs instantaneous power consumption

of the tablet. Over a test set of 12 video sequen-

ces, we computed an average power reduction

of 26.3 percent from metadata-assisted DA,

without using contrast enhancement. When the

metadata included the dynamic-range bounds

that enable contrast enhancement, we measured

up to 80 percent power reduction at acceptable

quality levels. These reductions are relative to

the power consumption of the device and are

not limited to the display unit within the device.

(Further details are available elsewhere.5,6)

Decoder Power Reduction
The dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS)

power-reduction technique has been exten-

sively studied7 and implemented in various sys-

tems. Intuitively, the dynamic power of a

CMOS circuit is related linearly to the clock fre-

quency f and quadratically to the supply volt-

age V, so that P / f � V2. Because V is a

generalized power function of f, the power con-

sumption may be expressed as

P / f 2þa: ð1Þ

Therefore, lowering the frequency reduces

power consumption. For decoders that run on a

CPU, we may apply Equation 1 to control the

CPU frequency and thus reduce power. How-

ever, if the CPU frequency is lowered arbitrarily,

then decoding of complex pictures may not

complete within frame-rate deadlines. Con-

sequently, the ability to accurately predict

the complexity of upcoming pictures is crit-

ical.8 Instead of using additional, complicated

modules to predict the complexity, the Green

Metadata standard adopts a new approach to

this problem: metadata that indicates picture-

decoding complexity is embedded in the bit-

stream and used by the receiver to set the CPU

frequency at the lowest frequency that guaran-

tees decoding completion within frame-rate

deadlines and also provides the maximum

power reduction.

Using Metadata to Indicate

Decoding Complexity

Because the characteristics of video content

usually change over time, picture decoding

complexity also varies. Therefore, an efficient

protocol for complexity signaling is to specify

the period over which complexity is constant

and to provide complexity metrics (CMs) that

indicate the decoding complexity within that

period. When content characteristics change, a

new period is signaled along with accompany-

ing CMs. The standard uses period_type to

signal the type of upcoming period over which

the CMs apply. The period_type is either a

single picture, a group of pictures (GOP), or a

time interval.

The total decoding complexity is decom-

posed9 according to the complexity of six indi-

vidual decoding modules (DMs): entropy

decoding, dequantization and inverse trans-

form, intra prediction, motion compensation,

deblocking, and side-information preparation

(such as memory copies). The complexity of

each DM is a function of the complexity for a

particular operation, which is typically

expressed in cycles, as well as the number of

times that the operation must be invoked in

the specified period. The CM for a DM is the

number of times that the DM’s underlying

operation is invoked within the specified

period. The Green Metadata standard specifies a

CM for each of the six DMs and embeds these

CMs in supplemental enhancement informa-

tion (SEI) messages within an H.264/AVC

bitstream.

Experimental Results for CM-Assisted

DVFS Decoding

To determine the power reduction from CM-

assisted DVFS decoding, we used the Google

Nexus 7 platform powered by the Monsoon

power monitor. For on-platform bitstream play-

back, we used the software decoder in the Rock-

Player application (www.rockplayer.com). Our

measurements showed that CM-assisted DVFS
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decoding provides an average power reduction

of 12.5 percent over a test set of 11 bitstreams

on the Google Nexus 7 platform. This reduction

is relative to the power consumption of the

device and is not limited to the decoder module

within the device. (Further details are available

elsewhere.5)

Encoder Power Reduction
An encoder can achieve power reduction by

encoding alternate high- and low-quality seg-

ments in a segmented delivery mechanism

such as DASH.10,11 The power reduction occurs

because low-complexity encoding mechanisms

(fewer encoding modes, fewer reference pic-

tures, smaller search ranges, and so forth) are

used to produce the low-quality segments. A

metric describing the quality of the last picture

of each segment is delivered as metadata to the

decoder. This section describes how cross-seg-

ment decoding (XSD)12 can be used to improve

the quality of the low-quality segments. An

XSD-enabled decoder will utilize quality met-

rics contained in the high-quality segments

(from high-complexity encoding) to enhance

decoding of the low-quality segments (from

low-complexity encoding), producing a visual

experience with significantly higher QoE, but

with reduced average encoding complexity

(and therefore reduced encoding power con-

sumption). The decoding complexity for the

first picture in the low-quality segment is

increased, while the decoding complexity for

the other pictures remains the same as that for

H.264/AVC-compliant decoders.

Cross Segment Decoding of Varying

Quality Video

At the transition from a segment with higher

video quality to a temporally neighboring seg-

ment that is encoded independently of the

good quality segment and whose video quality

is poorer, we term the last picture (in display

order) in the higher quality segment a “good

picture” (GP), the first instantaneous decoder

refresh (IDR) picture of the poor quality seg-

ment the “start picture” (SP), and the output

from the current algorithm the “fresh start”

(FS). Note that the SP as an IDR picture was

encoded without referencing the GP or any

other frames in the higher quality segment.

The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) values

of the GP and SP are embedded as Green

Metadata in H.264/AVC SEI messages. When an

XSD-enabled decoder receives this metadata, it

will use the PSNR values to determine whether

to apply an enhancement algorithm to

enhance the SP. Specifically, the decoder can

use information contained in the GP to

improve the quality of the decoded SP to get FS,

an improved reference frame for subsequent

frames in the low quality segment. Once the

decoder identifies the correspondences of the

similarities between the two pictures, it can use

the high-quality areas in the GP to improve the

quality of the corresponding areas in the SP.

Depending on the motion level in spatial

regions of the SP, the decoder may use different

enhancement algorithms—one for relatively

low motion areas, the other for the higher

motion areas. For both algorithms, the decoder

will look for matches between areas in the

decoded GP and the SP.

Experimental Results for Encoder Power

Savings with XSD

To demonstrate metadata-based power savings,

we used the x264 AVC encoder installed on a

Galaxy Tab 3. XSD modifications were applied

to the JM 18.5 version of the AVC decoder.

Power usage was measured using the Monsoon

power monitor. Across 10 test sequences, an

average of 12.1 percent power reduction was

measured on the tablet. When compared with

H.264/AVC-compliant decoding, the average

PSNR, after XSD decoding, was improved by 0.2

dB. (Further details are available elsewhere.13)

Energy-Efficient Media Selection
Over the past decade, delivery of multimedia

over the Internet has become increasingly pop-

ular. The first commercial deployments were

based on proprietary streaming platforms such

as Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming,14 Microsoft’s

Smooth Streaming,15 and Adobe’s HTTP Dy-

namic Streaming (www.adobe.com/products/

hds-dynamic-streaming.html). In 2011, MPEG

standardized Dynamic Adaptive Streaming

over HTTP (DASH),10,11 the first open standard

in this field. All these solutions are based on cli-

ent-side content selection based on network

bandwidth monitoring: the client device selects

the appropriate video and audio representa-

tions at each switching point as a function of

the input bandwidth. The Green Metadata

standard adds a new dimension to dynamic

adaptive streaming: besides bandwidth consid-

erations, media selection can be based on the

media’s power consumption impact on the

decoder and the display of the client device.IE
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When the power resource is constrained,

three media-selection strategies are possible:

� Select a media representation that will

require low power consumption. This leads

to poor QoE because the lower resolution

or lower bit-rate representations will be

selected.

� For the next segment, select the most ap-

propriate media representation based on

the power consumption measured in the

previous media segment. For example, on

complex scenes (motion, detailed tex-

tures), the client device will select a repre-

sentation with a lower resolution, while on

simple scenes, it can switch back to a

higher resolution. The issue is that the

client device will react with at least one seg-

ment delay when the video-content com-

plexity changes significantly. It can lead to

visible changes of perceived quality, partic-

ularly for simple scenes when the resolu-

tion is increased.

� Use Green Metadata to select the most

appropriate representation proactively by

anticipating any change in the video con-

tent. This will guarantee the best QoE for a

desired power-consumption level.

To enable the third strategy, the Green Meta-

data standard defines two types of metadata:

decoder-power indication metadata and display-

power indication metadata. These metadata are

associated with available video representations

for each segment in a media stream. The avail-

able metadata representations will be signaled

in a specific adaptation set within the media

presentation description (MPD) file, which

describes a manifest of available content in

DASH. The association of a metadata representa-

tion with a media representation is made in
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the MPD through the @associationId and

@associationType attributes. A metadata

segment and its associated media segment(s) are

time aligned on segment boundaries, as shown

in Figure 3.

The decoder-power indication metadata

gives the potential decoder power saving of

each available representation of a video seg-

ment. The potential power savings for a repre-

sentation are indicated as two ratios. The first is

the ratio of the representation’s decoding-oper-

ations reduction (DOR) relative to the decoding

operations (DO) of the most demanding repre-

sentation in the current segment. The second is

the ratio of the representation’s DOR relative to

the DO of the same representation in the pre-

vious segment. To determine the potential dis-

play power saving for a video segment, the

display-power indication metadata consists of

RGB statistics and the resulting quality levels as

explained earlier.

The client device first determines the average

acceptable power consumption based on its

remaining battery life and the total duration of

the video (parameter provided in the manifest

file in case of on-demand content or require-

ments of duration expressed by the user). For

each switching point, using the previously men-

tioned metadata and power consumption meas-

ured in the last segments, the player can define

the best power-saving allocation strategy: the

particular representation it needs to download

and the appropriate RGB statistics that will pro-

vide an acceptable quality level and the desired

power saving for that representation.

Additionally, if available in the video stream,

complexity metrics can provide proactive DVFS

processor control for optimal energy saving.

RGB statistics can be used in addition to reduce

display power consumption.

Conclusion
Because of the increasing popularity of video

consumption on mobile devices, battery-pow-

ered systems that implement the functional

architecture in Figure 1 are ubiquitous. Algo-

rithmic, systemic, and modular optimizations

are key to ensuring that such systems have low

power consumption. However, huge additional

power savings are achievable by considering

the impact of the video content itself on the

power consumption of various components

within the functional architecture. The Green

Metadata standard embraces this philosophy

and specifies the abstraction of the power-con-

sumption determinants of video content into a

small amount of metadata that accompanies

the video bitstream and that enables the addi-

tional power reductions to be achieved.

For display power reduction, the display-

adaptation technology reduces power con-

sumption by lowering the backlight (or voltage)

control of the display. The power-consumption

determinants are the RGB statistics, corre-

sponding quality levels and dynamic-range

bounds that enable backlight settings to be

derived for the specified quality levels. These

determinants are extracted from the video con-

tent at the transmitter, processed to avoid

inducing flicker and then encapsulated in the

bitstream as metadata.

For decoder power reduction, the dynamic

voltage/frequency scaling technology reduces

power consumption by lowering CPU fre-

quency. The power-consumption determinants

are the complexity metrics that indicate pic-

ture-decoding complexity so that the CPU fre-

quency is set to the lowest frequency that

guarantees decoding completion within frame-

rate deadlines and also provides the maximum

power reduction. These complexity metrics are

extracted during video encoding and then

encapsulated in the bitstream as metadata.

For encoder power reduction, the cross-

segment decoding (XSD) technology enhances

quality at the decoder after low-power encod-

ing is used at the transmitter. The determinant

is a quality metric that is used by the XSD-

decoder to enhance the quality. The quality

metric is computed at the transmitter and

encapsulated in the bitstream as metadata.

For energy-efficient media selection, the

power-consumption impact on the client’s

decoder and display is considered when media

is selected at each switching point. The power-

consumption determinants are display-power

indicators and ratios of decoding-operations

reduction relative to certain representations in

the current and previous segments. These deter-

minants are computed at the transmitter and

signaled in a specific adaptation set within the

Media Presentation Description file in DASH.

The Green Metadata standard is expected

to become an international standard in Febru-

ary 2015. Given the huge demand for in-

creased battery life on mobile devices, it is

anticipated that an ecosystem will evolve to

support the deployment of the standard. The

ecosystem would consist of entities that gen-

erate, multiplex, distribute, and finally applyIE
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the metadata for power reduction. The French

GreenVideo project (http://greenvideo.insa-

rennes.fr) is currently considering deploy-

ment of the standard. MM
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